Evercoat, the industry leader in body filler technology has developed a revolutionary body filler specifically for the unique needs of large commercial equipment companies including ambulance and train manufacturers. Introducing Evercoat Commercial Ultra Body Filler—specially formulated for extended work times—up to 30 minutes.

- Ten minute work time using traditional hardeners
- Increased productivity by mixing, applying, and working large quantities of product
- Perfect for large panel industrial users like ambulance or train manufacturers
- Formulated using Evercoat-exclusive patented technologies

### FEATURES

- **10 Minute Work Time**
- Formulated with Evercoat’s patented ECORESSIN™ technology
- Industry-leading sanding properties

### BENEFITS

- Technicians can mix and apply large quantities of product reducing the number of steps to cover a large area with less waste and improved productivity
- Formulated with Evercoat-exclusive patented technologies made from renewable resources including soy
- Can be applied to multiple substrate materials including steel, aluminum, SMC, fiberglass, and lightly sanded OEM paint
- Start with 80 grit sand paper helps with lowering sand paper cost
- Clog-free formula helps extend the life of sandpaper
- Sanding properties remain the same on day 1 as on day 10 and beyond
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